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Installing Samba on Linux for
S/390 and zSeries: Part III —
Replacing Microsoft Primary

Domain Controllers with Samba

This concluding article examines the necessary steps to replace a Windows NT Domain
Controller with Samba.
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IN previous articles in this series, I have demonstrated how
to install and configure Samba, as well as how to imple-

ment file and print sharing. I have also touched on performing
authentication with Samba, both by authenticating against a
local host and by deferring authentication to an external PDC.

In this concluding article, I will examine what is necessary
to replace a Windows NT Domain Controller with Samba.

Before we begin, I must provide a correction to Part I
(October 2001). Eagle-eyed reader Chris Button noted that
the start-up script for Samba I named was incorrect; the actual
location is /etc/rc.d/smb.

DO YOU REALLY WANT TO DO THIS?

Moving your master authentication database from NT to
Linux may be a wise choice, in that a well-administered
Linux server is likely to be more reliable than NT. Further,
recent versions of NT and Windows 2000 have had an annoying
and distracting habit of installing Microsoft’s Web server,
Internet Information Server (IIS), as a back-end for all sorts
of services. This, in itself, would not be so bad — merely a
waste of disk space and processor cycles, which are both
cheap and widely squandered on a Microsoft platform.
However, in recent months, several worms, such as Code
Red, Code Blue, and Nimda have attacked many NT servers
by exploiting holes in unpatched IIS installations. While it
is possible to secure IIS against these attacks, even the
Gartner Group has advised moving to Apache or another
less-vulnerable platform, rather than IIS. Thus, from an
infrastructure security point of view, getting far away from
anything that requires IIS is a good idea.

However, your organization may indeed use other services
that cannot run on anything other than a Windows platform.
(As an aside, the most common of these seems to be Microsoft
Exchange Server. Bynari recently released their Insight Server

for S/390 and zSeries. This server provides a replacement for
Exchange’s mail service and calendaring functions, coupled
with the exim mailer to provide mail transport services, the
Cyrus POP and IMAP daemons to provide delivery services,
and OpenLDAP for directory services. At Sine Nomine
Associates, we are currently evaluating Insight; if Exchange is
your other necessary NT application, you may be able to
dispense with Microsoft infrastructure entirely.) If you must
run Microsoft infrastructure, then it may not be cost-effective
to replace your PDC with Samba running under Linux: If you
will still have to support NT as an infrastructure requirement,
converting to another platform may prove more trouble than it
is worth. Be sure to weigh the cost of leaving the platform, as
well as the cost of staying with it, before attempting to excise
Microsoft Domain Controllers from your network.

Let us assume that you have decided to take the plunge and
configure Samba to act as a PDC. (Otherwise, this will be a
very short article.)

ENABLING SAMBA AS A PDC

If you have Windows 2000 running on your network, even
as a client, the first thing you should do is ensure that you are
running Samba version 2.2 or later.  The 2.0 series of Samba
servers will not function as a PDC for Windows 2000 clients.
If you have installed Service Pack 2 for Windows 2000, you
need Samba 2.2.1 or later.

News flash: As of this writing, Samba 2.2.2 had just been
released, and it contains many nifty new options. Among
them are (mostly) corrected Secure Socket Layer (SSL) support
for end-to-end transport-layer encryption of network traffic;
a winbind daemon, which relieves the Samba administrator
of the responsibility of creating local users for file and print
shares (however, winbind leaks memory and does not work
against Samba PDCs, only real Microsoft ones, so you may
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want to wait a release or two before relying
on it); and per-share options to disable NT
Access Control Lists (ACLs), which make
Samba behave much better with Windows
2000 SP2 clients. Now there is also an
option to store SAM databases on a remote
LDAP server, which should really help scal-
ability at large sites, though I confess I have
not even begun to investigate it myself.

The first thing you need to do, of course,
is to read the documentation. You can find
this in the doc subdirectory of the Samba
2.2 distribution. Since you will have to
install 2.2 from source, if you wish to run it
under SuSE 7.0 GA on the S/390, then you
should have this directory. Alternatively,
you can find this source distribution at
http://us1.samba.org/samba/docs/Samba-
HOWTOCollection.html#SAMBA-PDC
(replace the “us1” piece if you prefer another
Samba mirror). This document describes
how you can make Samba behave as a PDC,
and, in fact, you might be better off putting
down this article now and going to read that
chapter instead.

However, that too would make for a terri-
bly short article, so I will summarize what
is said there. It cannot be stressed enough
that this article is no substitute for the
actual documentation.

First, your Samba installation must be
configured to know that it is the PDC. You
can configure your file using the PDC
shown in Figure 1. This PDC will serve as
the master authentication database. All
users will have accounts on this machine,
and this machine contains the following
canonical user-password mapping:

security = user

PDCs must use encrypted passwords, and
the server must support domain logins and
have a [netlogon] share, as shown in Figure
2. Next, you will need to create machine
trust accounts.

MACHINE TRUST ACCOUNTS

The machine trust account is a way for a
client machine to establish a shared secret
with the Domain Controller. This prevents a
spoofing attack by which an arbitrary host
could try to join the domain under a NET-
BIOS name already owned by some
machine and be able to (improperly) access
the resources belonging to that name.

The winbind daemon found in Samba
2.2.2 eliminates the need to create machine

trust accounts on client installations, but it
does not yet eliminate the need on the PDC
machine, so these steps are still, as of this
writing, necessary.

You can create the machine trust account
manually and automatically. Obviously,
although it requires a bit more initial set up,
creating the trust accounts automatically is
less of an administrative burden. The Samba
documentation recommends adding the
following line to your smb.conf:

add user script = /usr/sbin/useradd -d
/dev/null -g 100 -s /bin/false -M %u

This means that when an unknown host
connects, an account will automatically be
created for that user’s machine. The account
will have a home directory of /dev/null and
a shell of /bin/false, so it is unlikely that the
user account can compromise the system.
However, only root can run useradd (with-
out doing some ugly group and permission
hacking), so there must be a Samba user
“root”. It is wise to use smbpasswd to
ensure that the Samba password for root is
not the same as the Linux host’s root pass-
word — a compromise of one should not
compromise the other.

You can manually add the accounts, too.
The trick is that the account name must
have a dollar sign at the end. Therefore, for
machine “zebra” to be added in a trust rela-
tionship, a user account “zebra$” would
have to be created.

This is less secure than using a script for
account creation: the PDC will assume that
the first machine that comes along claiming
to be “zebra” is the right machine. (Of course,
so does automatically adding an account for
the first machine claiming to be “zebra”;
however, creating it on-demand means that
the user cannot hijack a pre-created account,

which might have more permissions than one
created on-the-fly.) Thus, if you create the
account, there is a window of opportunity for
a malicious user to attach to the network
under the new account name and hijack it.  It
is only after the machine attaches for the first
time that the secret is created and shared.

LOGIN SCRIPTS

Most sites that use NT domains like to
have scripts that run at login to perform tasks
for the user. This is easy enough to imple-
ment under Samba. Simply add the following
directive to smb.conf’s [global] section:

logon script = script.bat

If you want per-user login scripts, Samba’s
%U variable contains the user name, so you
could add the following directive:

logon script = %U.bat

This would mean that user “Bob” would run
bob.bat. The logon script is specified with
DOS directory semantics, so, if the logon
script is in a subdirectory “scripts” it must
be specified with a backslash. For example:

logon script = scripts\%U.bat

ROAMING PROFILES

Any site that has employees who do not
always use the same computer needs
roaming profiles. Roaming profiles allow
a user to download his desktop environ-
ment to whichever machine he happens to
be using at any given time. Roaming pro-
files work differently for Windows
NT/2000 clients than Windows 95/98/ME.
For NT clients, the following logon path
directive is used:
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os level = 64 
; anything higher than 32 would do
preferred master = yes
domain master = yes
local master = yes

FIGURE 1: SMB.CONF DIRECTIVES REQUIRED FOR SAMBA TO FUNCTION AS A PDC 

encrypt passwords = yes
domain logons = yes
; netlogon share is not optional
[netlogon]

path = /usr/local/samba/lib/netlogon
writeable = no
write list = Administrator

FIGURE 2: THE [NETLOGON] SHARE REQUIRED FOR SAMBA TO FUNCTION AS A PDC
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logon path = \\server\share\%U\profiles

However, there is a rather large gotcha here.
Windows clients like to keep the “homes”
share (which is just \\%N\%U) open, even
between logins. This means that the profile
share cannot include \\%N\%U in its specifi-
cation, since it will not necessarily match the
actual login on the Windows client. This is
especially irksome since the default value for
the logon path is exactly \\%N\%U\profiles.
Windows 95/98/ME relies on the logon
home parameter. This means that your
profiles have to clutter up your home share.
However, the Samba documentation suggests
the following workaround:

logon home = \\%L\%U\.profiles

By putting the profile in the .profiles direc-
tory (note the dot at the front), the directory
is hidden.

You can specify both the logon home and
logon path parameter in order to support both
Windows NT and 9x clients. For profiles to
be successfully loaded, encrypted passwords
must be turned on and security = user must
be enabled. However, if your Samba server is
functioning as a PDC, both of these condi-
tions should have already been met.

NIFTY SECURITY TRICKS

Although Samba is certainly no substitute
for adequate virus detection and prevention, it
can be configured to provide a little additional
security against the Nimda worm, which is
one of the current scourges of IIS-based net-

works. The worm relies on a “feature” of
Microsoft browsers and email clients,
which is to run files with the ìemlî extension
without any sort of user confirmation.
Nimda also hides itself as riched20.dll,
which is the name usually given to a rich
text editing widget — something that,
although you have it locally, you should
never need to share via Samba. The following
line, added to the [global] section, makes
.eml, .nws (another Nimda vector), and
riched20.dll invisible, so that even if these
files are present, they are not visible to
browsing Windows clients:

veto files = /*.eml/*.nws/riched20.dll/

If your Web-serving infrastructure relies on
Apache rather than IIS, you can expect to be
reasonably safe from Nimda anyway.
However, if you have many Windows
clients on your network — and particularly
if you allow users to install arbitrary soft-
ware packages — the odds are good that at
least one of them has inadvertently installed
IIS in its unpatched state, and has therefore
opened your network to infection.

A similar trick is to name files with a
CLSID in the extension, such as
readme.txt.{3050F4D8-98B5-11CF-BB82-
00AA00BDCE0B} (again, from the Samba
2.2.2 docs), so they look like documents
when browsed, but in fact execute (probably
malicious) code when double-clicked. This
can be defeated by using the following,
which hides all files whose names end with
something in brackets:

veto files = /*.{*}/

CONCLUSION

This wraps up our coverage of Samba. As
you can see, it can completely replace a
Microsoft-based file-and-print sharing and
authentication scheme to support Windows
clients.  It is free and Open Source, while
Microsoft’s licensing grows steadily more
predatory. Additionally, you can run Samba
on hardware that really understands the
meaning of “reliability.” For bulletproof
operation, I will take a G6 9672 over an
eight-way Xeon server any day.

This also completes my first series of
articles on Linux for S/390 and zSeries for
Technical Support magazine. I will, how-
ever, return next month with another series
on the same general topic, although the
focus will shift slightly to implementation
of a more secure infrastructure.  
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